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Abstract

Many experiments have now proved the effectiveness of lower hybrid waves for driving
toroidal current in tokamaks. The use of these waves, however, to provide M1 the current

in a reactor is thought to be uncertain because the waves may not penetrate the center of

the more energetic reactor plas,:na, and, if they did, the wave power may be absorbed by

alpha particles rather than by electrons. This paper explores the conditions under which

lower-hybrid waves might actually drive a/1 the current.
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1. Introduction

Lower hybrid waves can be effective and e_cient for driving toroidal current in
tokamaks, 1 and the central aspects of the theory have now been established by many
experiments. 2-5 There would be a great benefit if these waves could be employed to pro-
vide the full toroidal tokamak current, thereby allog ing tokamak reactors to operate in the
steady state. At present, over two MA of current a:e routinely produced by lower hybrid e
waves in laboratory tokamaks, yet the use of these waves to provide all the current in a
reactor is still uncertain. The problems in extrapolating the results relate to the physics
of the very center of a reactor tokamak: first, the w._ves may not penetrate the center of
the more energetic reactor plasma, and, second, if they did, as pointed out first by Wong
and Ono 6, the wave power may be absorbed by a-particles rather than by electrons.

Avoidance of the damping by a-particles can be accomplished only by using waves of
high frequency. These higher frequency waves, however, are technically more difficult to
inject into the plasma; the coupling to the plasma may be less efficient; and, if waveguides
are employed, the structural dimensions will be smaller at high frequency and more difficult
to fabricate. Recent calculations by Bonoli and Porkolab, 7 Barbato and Santini, 8 and
by Spada et al.9 explore the possibilities for avoiding the damping by a-particles. The
calculations of Barbato and Santini include the quasilinear effect of the waves on the c_-
particle distribution.

The question of a-particle damping would be moot, however, if the waves do not
penetrate the plasma center. Penetration of the plasma center is not likely to occur in the
dense, hot, reactor plasma, because there are sufficiently many hot electrons at a distance
from the plasma center that absorb the lower hybrid power. In this case, the lower-hybrid
driven current appears, but it would have a hollow profile. Hollow current profiles are

D

not thought to be stable, so the injection of such a current would not be suitable, for
maintaining the complete plasma current.

A number of detailed reactor studies reach the conclusion that, in order to provide
the full current in a reactor, lower-hybrid current drive will need to be supplemented by
other means of current drive. (Such a design is pursued in the current plans for ITER. 1°)
These conclusions are reached precisely because of the assumption that the current ap-
pears only on the magnetic surface in which the wave power is absorbed. The experimen-
tal evidence for this assumption is not compelling; in fact, if anything, the evidence is
counter-indicating. Because the supplementary means of current drive are an undesirable
complicating feature in react_r design, this assumption leads to modeling efforts that may
be too conservative, and to a design for a much less desirable reactor. It is worthwhile,
therefore, to examine this key assumption in depth before designing on the basis of it.

It may be the case that even if the waves are damped far from the plasma, the current
might diffuse to the center. This decoupling of current profile from deposition profile
would mean that the waves could drive a central current without penetrating the center.
While this suggestion, with monumental implications, is speculative, the possibility that
the current-carrier profile closely follows the deposition profile must be viewed with at
least equal skepticism. Until experiments clarify the matter, the relation between power
deposition and current profile will remain an open question.

If the current could be provided through the deposition of power away from the plasma
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center, then a number of favorable circumstances appear related to the interaction with
a-partic:.._: The energetic alpha particles, produced primarily in the plasma center, are
fewer and less energetic off center. The lower hybrid waves, on the other hand, have a

• decreasing phase velocity as the waves enter the higher density plasma center, so the a-
particle damping is much less off-center than at the plasma center. Moreover, while an
isotropic distribution of a-particles will always damp the lower-hybrid waves (so long as

0 the energetic particles can be considered unmagnetized in the wave fields), this assertion
fails if the distribution function is not isotropic. In fact, as the a-particles both slow down
and diffuse away from where they are produced (near the plasma center), their distribution
could become anisotropic off-center. Since the a-particle distribution is energy inverted,
the possiblity exists then that, off-center, the a-particles might even amplify the lower-
hybrid waves.

The following possibility therefore emerges as a very favorable set of circumstances
for lower-hybrid current drive: the lower-hybrid waves damp on electrons, primarily off-
center, perhaps only half-way towards the magnetic axis; the current-carrying fast electrons
produced by the lower-hybrid waves diffuse to "the plasma center, thereby producing a
normal current profile without the need for auxiliary current drive apparatus; and the
a-particles, diffusing out of the plasma center, but slowing down, possibly anisotropically,
do not significantly damp the lower-hybrid waves off-center, and possibly provide some
small amplification. While, to be sure, this favorable scenario is uncertain, neither can it
be assumed, on the basis of current data, that it is incorrect.

Q

The speculatiou that lower-hybrid waves might provide the full current even in the
presence of fusion-generated a-particles can be analyzed through a consideration of the

* details of the wave damping on a-particles, the evolution of the a-particle distribution
function including quasilinear velocity diffusion and spatial diffusion, and the spatial dif-
fusion of energetic current-carrying electrons. In this paper, we attempt, :'n light of the
goal of generation by rf waves of the full current, to assess and advance our understanding
of each of these issues.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we derive the one-dimensional a-particle
distribution function under the influence of intense rf diffusion, but no spatial diffusion.
In Sec. 3 we derive the power dissipation based on the 1-D velocity distribution. The very
interesting finding of Secs. 2 and 3 is that an exact one dimensional distribution function
can be found analytically, and that the exact power dissipation can be written in terms of
this distribution function. We find a quasilinear damping law for a-particle damping at
high rf power that scales with the 4/5 power of the lower-hybrid wave spectral intensity,
while for the electron damping, there is saturation at high power ("0 power" law scaling).
Of practical interest is that, as other authors have found, the resonant interaction of the

* lower-hybrid waves with the a-particles ought to be avoided altogether. In Sec. 4 we
derive the one-dimensional a-particle distribution function dissipation in the presence of

4 _-p_rticle diffusion in configuration space, but in the absence of resonant wave-particle
interactions. In Sec. 5 we explore the empirical evidence for nonlocal current drive. In
Sec. 6 we present our conclusions and suggestions for experimentation to decide key issues.
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2. Fokker-Planck Equation

Energetic alpha particles collide primarily with electrons, so the slowing down of an
a-particle with velocity v obeys

dv

d"'t = -vv, (1)

where the collision frequency v = 16_27rrnee 4 3/2 ,nelnA/3T:_ rna. For a distribution of a-
particles, we then have a kinetic equation

s. ,0v
where the second term describes the birth of a-particles at 3.5 MeV at a rate 2V and the
velocity-space flux S is given by

0
s = -wf- D,.f.-_f, (3)

where the first term describes the slowing down of a-particles in collisions with electrons
and where Drf is the quasilinear diffusion coefficient.

For a Landau resonant interaction, with k± >> kll , the diffusion is essentially in the
perpendicular direction, and the magnitude of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient can be
written, correctly for unmagnetized a-particles, 11 as °

Drf = DQL(V±)[t.[t., (4) ,

with

I 0, if v± < w/k±;2 2 , if v.t. > w/k.t.,DQL = ½ (eZaE/m,,,)2 (w/k±v.t.)2 (k.t.v.t" _ w2)-1/2 (5)

where E is the electric field of the lower hybrid wave, w is the wave frequency, k.t_ is the
wave perpendicular wavenumber, and Za = 2 is the a-particle charge state.

It is quite remarkarkable that he problem is then inherently one-dimensional. In
contrast, other so-called 1-D problems, such as current-drive by electron Landau-damping,
are really just approximations. The problem of a-particle damping is rigorously one-
dimensional, because the collisions of a-particles with electrons results in a contraction of
the a-particle distribution function in parallel velocity, and this contraction affects neither
the rate of slowing down nor the wave-absorption resonance. This can be seen as follows.
Let us write

i) .wf=_ _.t. v_t.+ tll .rf=- v2_t.f+ vii f . (6)

Define *

Z)vt) - t)dr,. (7)
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Then integrating Eq.(2) over vii we get

OF(vi, t)= 1 0
• --Z 0-yZ 0 + (s)

where the a-particle source flux, Qa, is then
$

Q_ = H(v_ - v±) vi 2_-va
(9a)

where H is a Heaviside function (g(x) - 1,x > 0 else g(x) = 0), and the perpendicular

flux, Si(vi, t), is given by

0 F(vi t). (95)
Si(vi,t) = -uviF(vi, t) - DQL_v l ,

In general, supplementing Eq.(8) by an initial condition for F(vi, t = 0) and by boundary
conditions, for example, at vi = v0, where v0 is some finite speed, and at vi ---*oo results
in a well-posed diffusion equation. Here, the physical boundary conditions of interest are
for a-particles that slow down into a relatively cold thermal distribution, which we treat
as a sink. In other words, we impose a perfectly reflecting (zero flux) boundary at vi ---*oo
and a perfectly absorbing boundary at vi ---*0. The first condition is realized if F or Si
vanish at vi ---*oo. The absorption condition as vi ---*0 can be realized by matching the

' full flux to the collisional flux -uvlF(vi, t). In other words, particles escape the region
of interest to lower vi at a rate dictated just by slowing down collisions.

, For the interesting case of steady state, the flux Si must vanish in the sourceless,
semi-infinite region vi > va. In the region vi < va, we can integrate Eq.(8) to get

where the constant of integration is zero since the flux must vanish at vi = va. Note that
as vi ---*O, 27rv±Si "-* 1V, since there is presumed to be a sink at vi - 0 to collect, in the
steady state, the complete a-particle production.

Eq.(10) is a first-order ordinary differential equation, and so it is readily solved ex-
actly. Let us introduce the nondimensional variables, s = viva, fl = w/kiv_, and
G = F/(lq/27ruv_). Using the quasilinear diffusion coefficient in Eq.(5), aq.(10) may then
be cast in the form

( 1 )l/2dG(s)DH(s - _3) s2 _ ft2 ds _ s3a(s) = sx/1 - s2H(1 - s), (11)
,o

where we defined D, a normalized measure of diffusion , as
4

l (eZaE) 2 ft3 DQL82 _/@2_ _2" (12)D -- -_ m uwv_ - uv_
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For w/k± > 0, both the particle source and the diffusion vanish at the boundary with the
collisionM region, v l ---*0, so that boundary condition can be realized by matching the
solution of Eq.(11) for s > B to the solution valid for s < ft, namely

e

c(_) = ._-_/1 - _, _< _. (13)

Let us define for s >/9 •

1 z3_/z2 _ _32dz = 1 312@(s) - _ 5"'D(s2 - z2) (s2 + 2Z2/3) ' (14)

then the solution to Eq.(ll) can be written for s > _ as

G(s)=e__(_)[_/l-_ 2 1 _"Z_ + 5 _*_'_/_-Z_/I-_s(1-_)dz. (15)

We notethatthe integratingfactorcan be expressedintermsofelementaryfunctions,as
done on theright-handsideofEq.(14),but furtheranalyticprogressappearspossibleonly

in certain asymptotic limits, which may be of physical interest and are described in the
following section.

3. Power Dissipated

The power dissipated by the waves turns out to be available exactly in terms of the
one-dimensional solution. Since the rf-induced flux is perpendicular, we can write the wave
power dissipated as

/ / / /Prr = d3vmv. S_ = 2rv_t_dv_t.mv.t. dvllSre = 2rv.t.dv.t. mv±DQL_v , (16)

where we carried out the integration over vii trivially, since S_- is independent of vii. This
power can be contrasted to the a-particle heating power, which can be written as

P_ = Nmv_/2. (17)

Consider the normalized wave power (where a negative number indicates wave damp-
ing)

Pr! oo dG ds _
Pw- p_ = 29 (s 2 - _2)-1/2-_- s = ds s_/1 - s2g(1 - s)- , (18)

where in writing the first equality we used Eqs.(10), (11) and (12), and in writing the sec-
ond equality we used Eq.(11). The correct power dissipated may be found now by use of
Eq.(15). Note that the calculation of this power dissipated is exact for the physical model
at hand -- namely, that a particles are subject to slowing-down collisions only and that the
rf power results in perpendicular diffusion only. There are no approximations introduced
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through our mathematicM use of the one-dimensional perpendicular distribution function.
To calculate accurately the fully two-dimensional distribution function f(v.t., vii) is a more
difficult calulation, and might be approached approximately, for example, by an expan-
sion in Legendre harmonics, s The fully two-dimensional distribution function f(v±, vii)Q

is sufficient but not necessary to calculate the dissipated power, but an approximated
two-dimensional distribution function will only give an approximated dissipated power;
here, the one-dimensional distribution function F(V.L), which is available exactly, not only
suffices, but is guaranteed to give the exact power dissipation.

Note, however, that this simplification would not be possible if the pitch-angle scat-
tering of the a-particles were important. This limits our consideration to wave phase
velocities far greater than about 500 keV, which is where siowing down and pitch angle
scattering are about equal. In practice, this limit is of little concern, since the waves must
avoid entirely the less energetic a-particles.

The power dissipated can be estimated analytically in a number of interesting limits.
If/3 > 1, then, of course, no power is dissipated on the a-particles. Of great interest,
however, is how sensitive the dissipation is under high power to a relaxation of the condition
that _ > 1; in other words, can some a-particles be resonant with the wave, resulting in
tolerable dissipation with/3 < 1. Consider the limit/9 ---, 1; then most of the wave power is
dissipated through resonant interactions in the region s > 1, namely through acceleration
of (_-particles to speeds greater than their birth speed. This can be seen as follows: The
first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(18), representing interactions in the regime s < 1
can be calculated directly as

8

s_/1 - s2H(1 - s)ds = _ , v/'l - xdz = 5 . (19)

This integral can be compared to the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.(18), which,
by using Eq.(15), we can write as the sum of two terms, namely

- saGds = - sae -*(') + _... = A + B. (20)

Term A can be put in the form

,v/1_ _2 __A = 132 s3e__Zr(,,__,)-_/,(p+2_,/3)d._ = _D4/r, _/1 - _221_2 g(_2/D2/5), (21)

where

g(z) = ye- { (Y-_)_/2(Y+2_/3)dy. (22)

Now in the limit ¢_2,._ O(1), but D _ e_, we have z --, 0 and we can approximate

( )lira g(x) = ye -_ 5/2/5 1 + 6 t- O(z 2) = 1/5 + O(x), (23)
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where we used the Gamma function, F(x) - xF(x - 1). Thus, we have for D ---+cx_

F(4/5) X/1 - ft2 04/5 02/5
A - 51/5 /_2 + O( ). (24) ,

Note that the contribution term A to the power dissipated is D4/5(1 -/32)-1 larger than
the term, considered in Eq.(19), which represented interactions in the regime s < 1.

Let us now show that term B is negligible compared to term A in the regime of interest.
From Eq.(20), we have

I __ 3e__r(,,__,)s/,(,,+2_,/s)I(s)ds, (25)B_ D s

where, for most of the interval of interest, namely s > 1, but/3 ---, 1

I(s) - xe_'(:)x/z2 -/52X_ - x2H(1 - x)dx = xe_P(') _/x 2 -/32 X,/1 - x2dz

L~ - - ~ (1-/3)2. (26)

Thus, term B is smaller than term A for large D and/3 -, 1 by a factor of (1 - _)-a/2/D.
Since term A is the largest term both for large D and/3 ---, 1, it follows that asymp-

totically

Pw ---*1.19 0 4/5 _/1 -/_, (27)
0

from which it follows that, in order for the rf dissipated power to be small compared to the
G-particle heating power, the lower bound of phase velocities must obey 1 -/3 _ D -s/s,
so that for large D, /3 is essentially equal to one, from which we may infer that there is
essentially no leeway in the requirement that none of the a-particles be resonant with the
rf spectrum in the limit of high rf power.

This is an interesting limit, and very different from the electron interaction in the
limit of high power. Under low rf power and a Landau resonant interaction, the rf power
dissipated both in the G-particles and in the electrons is proportional to the rf power. For
the electrons, however, under intense rf excitation, there is a maximum absorbed power,
and the absorbed power then scales as a constant with increasing rf power. In contrast, at
high power the G-particle absorption is proportional to the 4/5 power of the rf intensity.
The physical reason for this difference is clear: For a Landau resonant interaction, the
magnetized electrons exhibit a quasilinear plateau, so their capability of absorbing power
is limited. On the other hand, the G-particle absorption of power is highly nonlinear in
that with more rf power, more G-particles are accelerated into the region s >/3 (v± > _v/k) ¢
where they can then be subjected to further acceleration.

4. Wave Absorption in the Presence of Spatial Diffusion of a-Particles _,

Given the necessity of avoiding damping by G-particles, it is important to know,
in detail, the a-particle distribution as a function of both perpendicular velocity and
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configuration space. Since nonlinear effects at high power tend to exacerbate the damping,
rather than, as for electrons, alleviate the damping, resonant interactions with the c_-
particles are best avoided altogether. In that case, the a-particle distribution function,

, F(vi, r), can be calculated in the absence of the rf interaction. The linear damping rate
can then be calculated on the basis of that distribution function. On the basis of the

result of the last section, it would be anticipated that, if the a-particle source is isotropic
v in velocity space, quasilinear effects do not decrease the damping, and so the wave phase

velocity needs to be faster than the fastest a-particles to avoid damping of the wave.

The processes that determine the alpha particle distribution function f(v,r,t) are
then the energy slowing down due to the collisions with electrons, the a-particle source,
and the spatial transport. The first two processes can be described adequately, as done in
writing Eq.(2), but the physics of a-particle transport is still uncertain, both theoretically
and experimentally. Suppose that the transport of a-particles is diffusive in nature and
can be described by a diffusion coefficient of the form D = D(v). The kinetic equation
governing the a-particle distribution can then be written as in Eq.(2) as

a a
_f(v r,t) = ---. S + 6(v - v_) + V. D(v). Vf, (28)' Oy 47rv_

•where hs(r) is the source density, where the last term accounts for the spatial diffusion,
and where the flux S now represents collisional flux only. i_or diffusion out of a cylinder, we
are interested in the distribution of (_-particles as a function of the perpendicular velocity

, direction and as a function of radial distance r; hence, define

F(v±, r, t) = r, t) dvildz, (29)

where _ is the ignorable direction along the cylinder axis.
" There are a number of diffusion coefficients with very different parametric dependen-

cies that have been proposed for a-particle transport, 12-1a and certain toroidal effects
might occur even in the wave-particle interaction. 14 The general case will be hard to

_. consider, but some insight may be gained by studyiong a simpler, analytically tractable
problem. Let us, for simplicity, restrict our attention to a cylindrical geometry, and, fur-
ther, to a diagonal diffusion coefficient, such that the radial component is a function of
perpendicular velocity only, i.e., of the form D(v) = Dr(v±)FF + D z(v)_. (Such a diffu-
sion might arise, for example, if the typical radial step size in a collision were the c_-particle

- gyroradius.) Then, we can integrate over Eq.(28) to derive

__0 D,.(v±) a a h(r) -_/2
_a F(vz, r,t) = v _viVIF + _rr_r F + ----- (v_ - vi) H(v_ - vi), (30)Ot v± r 27rra

where n(r) is the axially integrated source density, i.e.,

P

i_s(r).
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In the steady state, 0/_ = 0, we can cast Eq.(30) into an inhomogeneous diffusion
equation for • = v2_jF. Using the new variable u,

"_ D(s)
- - (31) ,

VS

we can write

_uq2(u,r,t)_ 1 0 _-_O--_r @ + S(u)h(r), (32)

where we defined

S(u) = v_ (v 2 - v_) -'/2 (33)
27rv_D(vj.)

Eq.(32) is an inhomogeneous diffusion equation with constant coefficient, in cylindrical
geometry, to be solved with homogeneous initial and boundary conditions. It has the
well-known Green's function solution

G(u- u',r r') = Io (rr'/2(u - u')) -(_'+"")/'("-"')g(u u'), (34)
2(u - u') e

where I0 is a modified Bessel function. The function G solves the heat equation in a
cylinder

0 1 0
°mC = 6(u - u')_6(r - r'). (35)

,I

u_o r Orr Or

Using Eq.(35), it is possible to estimate the damping by e-particles born on different
flux surfaces. In a tokamak, the concentration of a-particle births is largest in the center,
where the percentage of energetic a-particles would be correspondingly largest too. The
a-particles would diffuse away from the center as they slowed down. Their contribution to
wave-damping off-center would then be as less energetic particles, so that the wave-particle
resonance is more easily circumvented.

The key simplifying assumption in deriving this Green's function is in the assumed
form of the a-particle transport, especially in the assumption that the radial diffusion
coefficient depends on v.L orgy. This assumption completely decouples the parallel from the
perpendicular velocity space dynamics, allowing us to integrate Eq.(28) over the parallel
direction to find an equation for F(vL,r,t). In the absence of this decoupling, such a
large simplifica'.ion appears unlikely, and although a Green's function still exists (since the
equation is linear), it is not likely to be so simple.

To examine a special case of particular interest, suppose the a-particles are all born
on the axis, r = 0, i.e.,

,,,,(,.)=
then

Iu --r2 /4(u--u ')
@(r,u) = N du 'e

47r(u - u') S(u'), (36)

where u_ - u(v_). Note that we have defined u to be negative, and the range of interest
isO>u>u_.
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Suppose, further, the special case of a radial diffusion coefficient of the form, D,(v±) =

rav2_. Then we can perform the integral in Eq.(36). First, note that from Eq.(31),

ra _o_± ___2Ev2 (37)
U(1)_L) --_ va.dva. =' = v 2v ±"

so that the source S becomes
,)

1 (u_ ua)-l/2 (38)=

Substituting now for the source in Eq.(36_, we have

1 f_ e-r=14(u-u')_(r,u)= 4_v_v_ o 2(u- u') (u'- u_)-_/2au'

1 fU-Uo e--r2/4z
(u_u(, _z)-l/2dx (39)= Jo 2:

( ,' )= I"(1/2) ....e-"/s("-"')Ko 8(u - u )

where K0 is a modified Bessel function.
From Eq.(39), the conclusion can be drawn that there is damping but never ampli-

fication of the wave, both near and far from the source at the axis. This can be seen by
substituting for u and @ to get

r(1/2) _r=/4ca.tv'._V[)K ° d..r-a.(v2 v2,)
e , " ° . (40)

=N - -., o- -

Iii this case, there is clearly no wave growth since F(v.L,r) is a monotonically decreasing
function of V.L for all r.

A very interesting qr estion is what diffusion coefficient can result in local amplification
of the wave. In other words, although the spatially intecrated distribution function is
monotonically decreasing, hence Landau damping, there m_.v be radii at which the local
distribution function is inverted and hence Lan4,m amplifying, lt would appear that if

high-v.L but low vii c_-particles diffuse the most quickly, then there may be an inversion
in VL-space at large radial distances from the source. Such a diffusion coefficient actually
violates the condition under which Eq.(39) was derived, but one might also suppose that

the parallel dependency here is inconsequential. It turns out that finding the class of
diffusion coefficients that allow or disallow growth is more challenging than one might

have expected, and we must leave as an open question such proofs for ali but the simple
_" case we considered, namely, a radial diffusion coefficient of the form, D_(v±) = r_v2t.

5. Nonlocal Current Drive

°' If c_-particle damping can be avoided through off-center deposition of the lower hybrid
power, then the critical question becomes whether the superthermal current carriers might

11
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diffuse to the plasma center before slowing do'vn. Should that happen, the plasma current
could appear on magnetic surfaces far from the surface of power deposition. Initially,
there would be an induced electric field that opposes the production of current anywhere
the current appears, but, eventually, there will evolve a steady state in which there is no
electric field, and the plasma current will follow the profile of the diffusing superthermal
electrons.

%,

Does this nonlocal current drive occur? The consequences of such a diffusive process
have largely been imagined to be negative. That would be true, for example, if the diffusion
led to severe power loss, or if the diffusion were so powerful that current carriers were
expelled from the tokamak before any current drive effect were realized. However, for our
purposes, if such a diffusion were moderate, the consequences could be quite beneficial in
allowing the full current to be driven by lower-hybrid waves. While a number of physical
mechanisms for fast electron diffusion have been proposed, 15-16 and the mathematical
formalism of nonlocal current drive has been worked out, lT what is lacking is an empirical
estimate of the diffusion coefficient.

The most detailed evidence, at present, comes from the PLT (Princeton Large Torus)
current-drive and ramp-up experiments, is In the ramp-up experiments, in which the cur-
rent is rising due to the rf waves, as much as 40% of the rf power was converted into poloidal
field energy. The fact that the energy conversion can be so efficient, something that is con-
sistent with the theory, 19-2° is strong evidence for the model of classical electron collisions
on which the theory is based. These experiments spanned several parameter regimes, lead-
ing to different physics regimes too, including that of steady-state current drive, ramp-up
of the current, and even the unsuccessful sustainment of the current.

In the interpretation of PLT experiments, an attempt was made to check the theory of t
the electron dynamics without making many assumptions concerning the details of either
the theory of wave propagation or wave damping. 21 This was accomplished by comparing
dimensionless quantities each of which depended upon the wave being absorbed. Over 250
shots were tabulated, and with essentially only one free adjustable parameter, namely how
much rf power could be absorbed, the fit to the theoretical predictions was remarkable.
The second implication concerns confinement of the fast electrons.

That the current drive and current ramp-up effects were observed so clearly indicates
that the fast electrons must be reasonably well confined, at least on the order of their
collision time. Otherwise the current-drive effect is significantly diminished. 22 These ex-
periments also give an upper bound to the confinement time of these electrons, because
of the very high efficiency of the energy conversion. The conversion of wave energy to
poloidal field _nergy is efficient only if the rf works primarily against an opposing elec-
tric field rather than agMnst collisions. Such a strong electric field will produce energetic
runaway electrons, and because of the rf waves, the number of runaways is substantial. ,_
Since the runaway electrons convert the field energy back to electron kinetic energy, even a
small number of runaways ruins the ramp-up effect. Hence, the the observed data implies
strongly that these runaway electrons could r:u_.be long confined.

Rough bounds can then be placed on the confinement time rco,_(v) of the fast elec-
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trons, based on the PLT data.

 o(v)> > (41)

where rc(v) is the slowing down time of an electron initially with velocity "¢. The second
, inequality states that electrons are confined long enough to be slowed down by collisions,

something necessary for the current-drive effect. The first inequality states that the effect
of runaway electron energy drain is less important than the effect of resonant electrons,
somethir_g necessary for the current ramp-up effect. Every resonant electron supports
the current ramp-up for a slowing down time, but works against i_, with about the same
efficacy, for a confinement time in the event that it becomes a backw.urds runaway, an event
occurring with probability R(v). 2° Typical slowing down times in these experiments were
on the order of ten milliseconds and typical runaway probabi'ities in the resonant region
were on the order of 0.1.

Consistent with the moderate diffusion coefficients inferre_ from the PLT data are very

recent experiments on JET and Tore Supra. 23-24 Here the infe:ence of a moderately large
diffusion coefficient was reached by comparing soft x-ray and hard x-ray measurements.

6. Conclusions

Several issues have become apparent in the effort to implement in tokamak reactors
current drive by lower hybrid waves. In this work we have expanded upon the key issues

., related to the a-particle environment. We wish, in this section, to summarize our findings,
and to address what further experimental effort might point to circumventing the problems
that we have outlined.

_ As discussed by several authors, the damping by a-paticles is significant enough to
prevent efficient current drive in the plasma center. In Secs. 2 and 3 we supported the
conclusions of these authors with an analytic calculation of power dissipation that is both
precise and simple. Our observation was that the problem of a-particle damping could
actually be posed precisely over the region of interest in tokamaks as a one-dimensional
problem in velocity space. In addition we derived a 4/5 law for power dissipation in the
asymptotic limit of high power waves.

Given the necessity for avoiding a-particles at any power, what is first needed is an
account of the a-particle distribution as a function of both minor radius and velocity.
As energetic a-particles diffuse from the plasma center, we can expect them to also to

: slow down, which alleviates the requirement on the lower hybrid wave phase velocity. In
addition, away from the tokamak center, the plasma is less dense, so the perpendicular
lower hybrid wave phase velocity is in any event faster and more likely to avoid the a-

_. particles. It may also be the case that the a-particle distribution as a function of radius
could develop anisotropies in velocity space. That would mean that, in principle, there

3 could be local amplification of the lower hybrid waves.
In Sec. 4, we derived an integral equation for the a-particle distribution for a certain

class of spatial diffusion. In Sec. 5, we argued that there is a possibility too of spatial
diffusion of lower hybrid current carriers that might produce current in the tokamak center

: with power dissipated off-center.
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What is needed, however, is firmer empirical evidence of both the radial transport of
the fast electrons and the radial transport of the confined a-particle as they slow down.
Also, because of the critical role played by the wave phase velocity, which governs the
resonant interaction, a more precise study of the perpendicular index of refraction in
toroidal geometry may be useful. Only with such empirical evidence can we evaluate the
possibility of maintaining current drive by lower hybrid waves in a tokamak D-T reactor.

What are the necessary experiments? The physics of ct-particle transport is under
study for other reasons, particularly energy confinement. Although our problem presents
some peculiarities, in particular with respect to anisotropic distributions, the physics of
a-particle transport may have to await burning experiments. On the other hand, probably
a great deal more effort could be made to understand the physics of fast electron transport.
In Sec. 5, we tried to infer bounds on the radial transport of these electrons through global
considerations, such as the rate of current production.

An alternative that may give more precise information on electron transport would be
to measure with radial resolution signatures of the fast electrons, such as the synchrotron
radiation 25-2s or the bremsstrahlung. Such measurements would reveal more if at the same
time an effort were made to localize in space, and possibly in time, the power dissipation.
The advantage of localizing in time is that the transport process might be followed directly
if time-resolved measurements can be made. A second advantage is that in the absence of
spatial resolution, it might be possible to infer from the time-resolved measurements certain
plasma parameters, including those governing the spatial transport. One consideration in
localizing in time the power deposition is that the transport itself may be affected by the k
concommitant induced electric field. Under steady power conditions, however, a steady
state is achievable with non-local current production exactly in the same way as with local
production. @

In summary, a number of Concrete issues need to be clarified before definitive state-

ments can be made on using lower hybrid current drive to provide all the required nonin-
ductive current in a D-T tokamak reactor. The most likely possibility for efficient current
production by this means probably would rely upon the deposition of lower hybrid power
somewhat off-center, with the subsequent penetration of the plasma center by the fast,
superthermal electrons.
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